Mathematical modeling of precipitation is an important step to understand the precipitation patterns, and paves the way to possibly predict the precipitation. In this study, we attempt to use the random walk model to fit the annual precipitation in 49 European capitals from 1901 to 1998. At first, we used the simplest random walk model to fit the precipitation walk, which is the conversion of recorded precipitations into ±1 format, and then we used a more complex random walk model to fit the recorded precipitations. The results show that the random walk models can fit both precipitation walk and recorded precipitation. Thus this study provides a model to describe the precipitation patterns during this period in these cities.
INTRODUCTION
Mathematical description of precipitation is important, not only because it can help up better understand the precipitation pattern, but also it can provide a tool to possibly predict the precipitation. However, a mathematical model is not so easy to build because the precipitation is related to enormous factors, which lead to the difficulty to use a deterministic model to describe the precipitation. Technologically, the deterministic model is generally based on the cause-consequence relationship, which can be modeled as differential equations. As many cause-consequence relationships coexist in precipitation process, one would have great difficulty to separate various cause-consequence relationships notably because we cannot conduct a control experiment to determine each cause-consequence relationship. Still we have many unknown factors, which are not possible to include in a deterministic model. Computationally, a deterministic model with many factors would have great difficulty to fit the recorded data.
In this context, we may consider alternative models, such as stochastic models, of which the random walk is an important model to describe natural phenomena, for examples, stock pattern [1] and temperature change [2, 3] . Thus an interesting question raised here is whether the random walk model can describe the precipitation along with other powerful deterministic models? Practically, we cannot find any clearly visible patterns in yearto-year precipitations if we scrutinize the recorded precipitations over year in certain geographic location. The non-patterned precipitations would provide us with the opportunity to use the random walk model to fit.
To answer this question, we use the random walk model to fit the annual precipitations in 49 European capitals from 1901 to m 1998 in this study.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Data
The precipitations recorded in these 49 European capitals from 1901 to 1998 were obtained from the website of Oak Ridge National Laboratory [4] , and their latitudes and longitudes were determined using Get Lat Lon [5] in order to define the precise precipitations according to the 0.5˚ by 0.5˚ latitude and longitude grid-box.
Precipitation Walk
We use the simplest random walk model, which starts at zero and moves by ±1 with equal probability at each step [6] . As the precipitation is in decimal format, thus we convert the precipitation into ±1 format as precipitation walk. Technically, when the precipitation at certain year is higher than its previous year, we classify it as 1, otherwise we classify it as -1, and then we add them together as the random walk does.
Generating Random Walk
We use the SigmaPlot [7] with different seeds to generate random sequences ranged from -1 to 1, and then we classify a random number as 1 if it is larger than its previous one and as -1 if it is smaller than its previous one. Thereafter we add the classified ±1 as random walk.
Searching for Seed
To the best of our knowledge, there is no algorithm available to find the right seed, which produces the best fit between random walk and observed data. However, this is not a problem with current computational technique, because we can simply search all the seeds in searching space and compare their outcomes.
Fitting Recorded Precipitation
Hereafter, we use a more complicated random walk model [8] to fit the recorded precipitation, which is in decimal format. In plain words, the simplest random walk comes from tossing of double-sided coin, while this random walk could be regarded as tossing of dice, which can be not only six-sided but as many as the decimal data. In this way, we generate random numbers, and add them to construct the random walk, and the fitting is again to search the best seed that generates best fit.
Comparison
For determining the best seed, we compare the least squared errors between precipitation walk and random walk, and between recorded precipitation and random precipitation generated from different seeds. Table 1 shows how we construct a precipitation walk and its corresponding random walk. For the precipitation walk, we have the follows: 1) the starting point is the annual precipitation in 1901, 847 mm (cell 2, column 2), and this starting point corresponds zero in sense of precipitation walk (cell 2, column 4); 2) the annual precipitation in 1902 is 737 mm (cell 3, column 2), which is smaller than the first one, 847 mm (cell 2, column 2), so we assign -1 as precipitation step (cell 3, column 3), 3) the precipitation walk is -1 (0 + (-1)) (cell 3, column 4), and 4) the similar computation is applied to all the data in columns 2, 3, and 4.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For the random walk, we have the follows: 1) a good seed we found is 6.98078, and this seed generates a series of random numbers (column 5), 2) the first random number, 0.36795 (cell 2, column 5), is considered as the starting point corresponding to 0 in random walk (cell 2, column 7), 3) the second random number, -0.74132 (cell 3, column 5), is smaller than the first random number, 0.36795 (cell 2, column 5), so we assign -1 (cell 3, column 6), 4) the random walk is -1 (0 + (-1)) (cell 3, column 7), and 5) the similar procedure is applied to all the data in columns 5, 6, and 7. In the same manner, we construct the precipitation walk and random walk.
The figures in the left side of Figure 1 show the fittings of precipitation walk in 7 European capitals using random walk model. As can be seen, the curve generated by random walk generally passes through the precipitation walk. Theoretically, the chance for a completely perfect fitting of precipitation walk is an extremely rare event. In our case, there are 98 annual precipitations, thus the completely perfect fitting has the chance of (1/2) 98 theoretically, which is extremely small. Clearly this probability is very difficult to achieve in limited time because the space of our search is limited to one million of seed. So the fitting results in the left side of Figure 1 suggest that a good seed can be relatively easily found, thus we consider that the random walk can describe the precipitation walk, although we cannot compare our results with other results because the other models do not set an equal-sized step.
Actually we can view the precipitation walk, which is the conversion from its annual precipitation, as the trend of recorded precipitation. This is so because this trend answers the very basic question of whether the precipitation at certain year is larger (1) or smaller (-1) than its previous year.
Yet, the cities in Figure 1 cross the whole Europe, thus there would be uncountable factors affecting the precipitations, but the random walk still can fit them. This furthermore suggests that the random walk can describe the precipitation patterns in terms of precipitation walk. Table 2 shows how we use a random walk model to fit the recorded annual precipitation, here we only need to construct the random precipitation: 1) the starting point is the first recorded annual precipitation, which is 847 mm (cell 2 in column 2 and column 4), 2) the seed for Table 2 is 1.31923, 3) the first random number generated by the seed is 64.17878 (cell 3, column 3), 4) we add this value to the previous precipitation datum (847) resulting in 911.17878 mm (cell 3, column 4), and 5) along this procedure, we get the random precipitation in column 4.
The figures in the right side of Figure 1 display the fittings of recorded precipitation with random precipitation in 7 European capitals. In these figures, the precipitation demonstrates very remarkable fluctuations along the time course, which do not show any clear sign of visible pattern. This is the basis for conducting random- The seed for generation of random numbers is 6.98078 using SigmaPlot. The seed for generation of random numbers is 1.31923 using SigmaPlot.
walk to fit the precipitation data. As can be seen, the random model did generate the curves similar to the recorded annual precipitations. This is particularly important, because the recorded annual precipitation presents a very difficult pattern to be fit by any other models. Due to the limitation of space, we did not present our fittings for all 49 European capitals, not only because seven European capitals in Figure 1 come from almost each corner and the central of Europe, but also because one can make graphic observation with the seeds listed in Table 3 using SigmaPlot to generate fitted curves to compare with recorded ones.
The data used in our study spanned for almost a century. With 98 annual precipitations, we would find a good estimate because the seed is the only model parameters for random walk. However, the uncertainty would increase if we use a more complicated model, which contains more model parameters. Actually, the literature search does not show many studies using random walk to fit the historical data. There could be several reasons for the lack of use of random walk. 1) Our fitting technique mainly concen trated in deterministic models in the past while the fitting using random walk is largely ignored. 2) Although computational technique advanced significantly, to fully try each possibility of tossing of coin is still very diffi- Currently, no results are available from other models on fitting the precipitation of these cities for comparison. However, our results are encouraging because the random walk model provides a way to describe the precipitation pattern.
In conclusion, the results show that the random walk model can describe the annual precipitation pattern.
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